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UNIQUE PRODUCTS FOR THE GAS DISTRIBUTION ENGINEER 

A simple, compact, safe, modular gas-free 
drill and tapping platform to tap ¾" - 2 ½" 
holes in 3" - 48" cast iron or steel mains 
operating at pressure up to 60psig. Insert 
plugs, tees, cameras, and gas bags under 
“no-blow” conditions. 

ALH System-One Platform (3/4”-2 1/2” Taps) 

Cast Iron Pipe Crackers 

Pneumatic Rotary & Window Cutter 

Large Diameter Pipe Cutting - Keel Cutter 

3”-24” Pipe breakers to remove old cast iron 
main. Safer and faster than using       
sledgehammers. Remote controlled squeeze 
action operated remotely from the cab or 
road  surface to break the pipe. Highly     
maneuverable and does not require full    
circumferential access.  

Compact hand-held rotary and window     
cutting saws for 3”-8” ductile and cast-iron 
mains up to a ½” thick. Precise depth     
control uses a disc guide to prevent the 
blade from cutting too deep, ensuring no 
damage to the internal pipe. Ideal for use in 
live and dead insertion projects. 

Hydraulic automatic pipe cutting and     
beveling. Cuts 8”-60” steel, cast iron,    
ductile iron, asbestos, cement, and plastic 
pipe. Lightweight field durable design for 
easy setup and operation. Self propelled 
circumferential cutting. Cuts 12" cast iron 
pipe in about 8 minutes. Only 10" of    
clearance around the pipe needed. 
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS FOR THE GAS DISTRIBUTION ENGINEER 

Offers maximum operational flexibility with 
the ability to upgrade the pressure by      
inserting the main through a special gland 
box. The old main is kept live via the        
annular space. Schedule service transfers 
with customers when convenient. 

Live Mains Insertion Renewal Method 

2”-6” PE Pipe Handler 

Low Pressure Gas Bags 

Main Abandonment - Mini Purge Ejector 

Excavator attachments for inserting PE pipe 
into live or dead mains as a safe and cost 
effective alternative to manual labor,   
winches, or slings. It easily grips and        
maneuvers the PE into the host pipe       
without damage. Pushes pipe up to 33 feet 
per minute to lengths 1,600 feet or more.  

Used worldwide for over 30 years for flow 
stopping cast, ductile, steel and PE gas 
mains. Two styles available: Flowstop and 
Sensor. Sensor bags allow continuous    
monitoring of mains pressure, without an 
additional tap hole. Available in pipe sizes 
2”-48”. 

Purge main using the air supply from a 
compressor to create a vacuum. Seconds 
to install, minutes to purge. Evacuates 
4000' of 8" diameter main in about 11 
minutes. 


